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200 words abstract
The expansion of new technology into contiguous areas leads to rapid technological innovation.
Hardware revolution incurred by digital technology and the birth of cyberspace crated by Internet
have made significant changes not only in overall industry system, but also in everyday lives. In
addition, like tsunami, new waves of ICT, represented by IoT, Big data, Artificial Intelligence, and
Block chain technology, have been flood into our social and economic system causing revolutionary
transitions. The series of these changes can be defined as Intelligent Digital Transformation (IDX),
which is the process that digital DNA of ICT technologies integrates into traditional DNA of all
industries. The wave of IDX comes along with the advent of hyper-augmented world through hyperconnectivity, super-intelligence, and ultra-reality, transforming our physical planet into digital planet
with interactive ecosystem. In this presentation, we will discuss detail the nature of IDX and
technologies from bandwidth to networking architecture, along with the resulting changes
throughout the society including economy, and desirable direction of upcoming hyper-connective
society.

